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Owing to the limitation of optical fiber materials and conventional fabrication methods, the
development of optical fiber devices has encountered a bottleneck. Recently, two-photon
polymerization technology is attracting increasing research interest due to its superiorities
of high precision, flexibility and diversity of polymer materials. The optical fiber integrated
micro-/nanostructures induced by two-photon polymerization have become a research
hotspot due to the great application expansion of optical fiber device. In this paper, we
review the research progress in the field of optical fiber integrated micro-/nanostructures
induced by two-photon polymerization in the last 10 years, which are classified by micro-
optics, optical waveguide device and optical micro-cavity. Furthermore, we briefly
discussed the future prospects of this exciting research field.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the invention of optical fiber, it has become one of the most extensive and powerful devices in
the fields of sensing, power delivery and communication due to the advantages of ultra-compact size
and low optical loss (Lee, 2003; Dianov, 2012; Richardson et al., 2013). For example, commercial
quartz single-mode fiber (SMF), which transmits only one mode of light, is suitable for
telecommunication and fabrication of various kinds of optical fiber devices due to its low
attenuation, broadband width and low price. Multi-mode fiber (MMF) has been widely used in
coupling, imaging, communication and other fields because of its ability to transmit multiple modes
of light, larger core, and coupling more light power of light source. (Zhang et al., 2018; Zhang et al.,
2019c; Han et al., 2020). With the rapid progress of optical sensing and communication technology,
the demand of optical fiber devices with better performance and multi-purpose applications is
increasing, which undoubtedly promotes the research and development of all kinds of special optical
fibers. Typically, in order to meet the requirements of multi-channel transmission, multi-core fibers
such as two-core fiber (TCF) and seven-core fiber (SCF) have been manufactured, which not only
improves the efficiency of optical signal transmission, but also greatly improves the possibility of
realizing various novel types of fiber micro-/nanostructure (Li et al., 2016b; Hou et al., 2018). The
micro-/nanofiber fabricated by fused tapering and D-shaped fiber fabrication by side-polishing also
provide the excitation conditions of strong optical fiber evanescent field for micro-/nanostructures
such as surface plasma resonance (SPR) and whispering gallery mode (WGM).(Zhao et al., 2016; Li
et al., 2019). However, due to the physical parameters such as the thermo-optical and thermal
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expansion coefficients of optical fiber silica materials are not ideal,
it is difficult to break through its performance of sensing
sensitivity and minimum detection resolution. In addition, the
micro-structure in optical fiber fabricated by conventional
fabrication methods such as carbon dioxide laser irradiation
(Wang, 2006, 2010), femtosecond laser ablation (Li et al.,
2016b; Lin et al., 2018), polishing (Zhao et al., 2016) and
chemical corrosion (Li et al., 2017b) not only has rough
surface, but also has low robustness due to the subtractive
manufacturing.

As an outstanding 3D printing technology, femtosecond laser
induced two-photon polymerization (TPP) technology has been
widely used in photonics (Liu et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2016;
Nocentini et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2019; Jain et al., 2019),
micromachines (Alsharif et al., 2018; Power et al., 2018),
microfluidics (Wu et al., 2009; Tian et al., 2010; Wang et al.,
2010), and biomedicine (Spagnolo et al., 2015; Hippler et al.,
2019) thanks to its high fabrication accuracy and flexibility.
Before the invention of TTP technology, photolithography
technology has always occupied the dominant position in 3D
printing technology (Johnson et al., 2003). In order to improve
the fabrication accuracy, the fabrication methods have been
developed from photolithography to electron-beam lithography
(Prasciolu et al., 2003), interference lithography (Sanghera et al.,
2010; Yang et al., 2012) and nano-imprint technology (Kostovski
et al., 2011; Kanamori et al., 2013). However, during practical
fabrication aforementioned technologies have encountered issues,
such as the difficulty of processing arbitrary complex 3D
structures at the nanoscale, complex process and high cost.
Whereas, TTP technology can be used to directly carry out
high precision and real 3D fabrication in the interior of
polymer (Kawata et al., 2001), hybrid materials (Serbin et al.,
2003) and organic modified ceramics (Ovsianikov et al., 2007)
due to the nonlinear threshold effect in the interaction with
materials that overcomes the limitation of classical optical
diffraction limit. Therefore, TTP is an ultraprecize fabrication
technology that integrates ultrafast laser technology, microscopic
technology, CAD engineering graphics technology and
photochemical material technology.

By combining TPP technology and the concept of “Lab on
fiber”, it is possible to develop novel fiber integrated micro/nano
functional device. The high precision and flexible method provides
a guarantee for the fabrication of micro-/nanostructures in small
optical fiber end face or optical fiber interior.More importantly, the
emerging polymer materials break the barrier of optical fiber
intrinsic materials. In this paper, we review the research
progress in the devices of optical fiber integrated micro-/
nanostructures fabricated by TPP in the last ten years, including
micro-optics, optical waveguide device and optical micro-cavity. In
the end, the future prospects of such fiber integrated polymer
devices are discussed.

MICRO-OPTICS
Direct fabrication of micro-optics on optical fiber not only
realizes the system integration, but also reduces the optical
signal loss in the transmission by using optical fiber as the

medium of light transmission and collection. Conventionally,
in order to fabricate micro-optics on the end face of fiber,
different approaches such as laser micromachining (Presby
et al., 1990; Wakaki et al., 1998), focused ion-beam milling
(Schiappelli et al., 2004; Cabrini et al., 2006) and nano-imprint
technology (Kostovski et al., 2011; Kanamori et al., 2013) have
been proposed. Recently, the TPP has been applied to the
fabrication of optical fiber integrated micro-optics, which has
attracted increasing research interest due to its high fabrication
resolution (<100 nm) and flexible design scheme. As one of the
most common micro-optics, microlens can be polymerized
directly on the optical fiber end face, and the applications of
imaging, illumination, beam shaping and optical trapping have
been realized. Simple microlenses, such as convergent lenses,
axicon lenses were the first to be printed on end face of SMF by
TPP (Cojoc et al., 2010; Liberale et al., 2010), as shown in
Figure 1A. The versatility and feasibility of TPP were proved
by the successful fabrication of different structures, and the
optical tests demonstrated the good optical performances of
the produced micro-structures. This paves the way for the
fabrication of functional micro-/nanostructures based on
optical fiber by using the competitive TPP technology. Then,
this group also explored polymer lenses integrated on MMF, and
the focusing and imaging with increased numerical aperture have
been realized by printing parabolic microlens on MMF (Bianchi
et al., 2013). With the increasing maturity of TPP technology,
various polymer microlenses with ingenious optical design have
been extensively explored to meet the needs of different
applications. As shown in Figure 1B, a spherical lens with an
azimuthal spiral phase plate on top was fabricated on the end face
of optical fiber to generate orbital angular momentum (OAM)
beams in free space (Weiss andMarom, 2016). Although the clear
donut shape of OAM beams did not been produced due to the
scattering and absorption of light at the 0-2π transition, it could be
remedied in a future run by printing a larger focal length and
larger aperture lens or improving the surface quality of the
transition step. It is worth noting that this method enriches
the techniques for generating OAM beams in free space.
Subsequently, various fiber integrated polymer microlenses
with sufficient optical performances induced by TPP have
been reported, which demonstrate the potential of this
technology. Figure 1C shows a collimation lens printed on the
SMF (Gissibl et al., 2016b). The optical microscope image depicts
that the polymer collimation lens appears as transparent as the
fiber, and the smooth surfaces and the high quality of the
photoresists make it possible to reach total transmittances of
up to nearly 70% including the input and output coupling losses.
Additionally, as shown in Figure 1D, a variety of ultra-compact
compound lens systems with numerous refractive surfaces have
been printed on the end face of SMF for endoscopy applications
(Gissibl et al., 2016c). The lenses showed unprecedented
performances and high optical quality with resolutions of up
to 500 lp mm−1 for imaging applications, which makes it possible
to provide high quality imaging on the micro-/nanoscale in
numerous previously unavailable fields including optical fiber
endoscopes and optical fiber microscopes. In addition to the
extensive study of individual microlenses, optical fiber integrated
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polymer microlens arrays have also been printed for some specific
applications. For example, Dietrich et al. (2017) reported
microlens array on the end face of a single-mode and multi-
core fiber for free-space light coupling as shown in Figure 1E. The
microlens array allowed the coupling of a single Gaussian beam to
individual SMF with high efficiency of up to 73% (down to 1.4 dB
loss) and provided an error signal that can be used as a feedback
for an adaptive optics system, which paves the path to innovative
multichannel optical devices. Meanwhile, the lenses for fiber-fiber
coupling have also been studied. Figure 1F shows a beam
expansion taper for SMF-SMF coupling by transmitting the
fundamental mode adiabatically from a SMF to 3 times larger
mode field area in physical contact expanded beam connectors
(Vanmol et al., 2019). The trade-off between achievable insertion
loss and misalignment tolerance relaxation was demonstrated by
measuring a total insertion loss as low as 0.76 dB.

In addition to the polymer microlenses, the phase plates can
also be fabricated induced by TPP. As shown in Figure 2A, a
simple ring shaped phase mask was the first to be printed on the
SMF end face. It was able to transform the nearly Gaussian fiber
mode in a propagating beam profile with a central peak and side
lobes, which could be used for the efficient coupling of high-order

modes in optical waveguides (Cojoc et al., 2010; Liberale et al.,
2010). With the further reduction of the feature size that can be
fabricated by TPP technology, it is feasible to achieve
unprecedented diffractive elements with low micrometer
geometric size. As shown in Figure 2B, Gissibl et al., 2016a
demonstrated a diffractive phase plate that was fabricated by ring-
by-ring on the SMF end face for spatial intensity shaping. Based
on this diffraction structure, the distribution of intensity emerged
from an optical fiber could be spatially redistributed. Besides, the
phase masks for the delivery of OAM light have also been printed.
A spiral phase plate with 10 discrete steps has been fabricated on
the top of SMF (Weber et al., 2017), as shown in Figure 2C. The
OAM light up to a topological charge of l � 1, two and three was
delivered, and the power throughputs of over 50% were obtained
for all fibers used in the experiment. The diameter of the phase
mask did not affect the performance due to the light propagating
through the core passes only through the center of spiral phase
plate, therefore, the time of fabrication can be reduced by using a
smaller spiral phase plate diameter. This simple and easy
integration approach offers a high potential for practical
applications including optical trapping or manipulation.
Additionally, Xie et al. (2018) reported an integrated (de)

FIGURE 1 | Optical fiber integrated polymer microlenses printed by TPP. (A) Convergent lens and axicon lens fabricated on end face of SMF (Cojoc et al., 2010;
Liberale et al., 2010). (B) Spherical lens with an azimuthal spiral phase plate on top for generating OAM beams in free space (Weiss and Marom, 2016). (C) Collimation
lens printed on the top of SMF (Gissibl et al., 2016b). (D) Ultra-compact compound lens systems with numerous refractive surfaces for endoscopy applications (Gissibl
et al., 2016c). (E)Microlens array printed on the top of single-mode andmulti-core fiber for free-space light coupling (Dietrich et al., 2017). (F)Beam expansion taper
for SMF-SMF coupling (Vanmol et al., 2019).
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multiplexer for OAM fiber communication. Figure 2D shows a
polymer vortex grating that attached onto the facets of a few-
mode fiber, which enabled the conversion of multiple Gaussian
beams to multiple OAM. After coaxial propagation, these OAM
modes were converted back to Gaussian-like beams in different
directions. In addition to its ultra-compact size and low cost, the
optical fiber integrated OAM (de)multiplexer also provided
efficiency, flexibility, and a wide range of broadband
responses. Therefore, it has promising applications in high-
capacity OAM communications based on optical fiber.

For other fiber integrated polymer micro-optics printed by
TPP, such as photonic crystal, surface-enhanced Raman
scattering (SERS) and hybrid photonic integration devices,
have also been widely explored. For example, as shown in
Figure 3A, Willams et al. (2011) firstly reported the
fabrication of woodpile photonic crystal structure on the fiber
end face by TPP, which illustrates the ability of TPP to integrate
directly onto fiber truly 3D structures with high degree of
undercut and complex topology. Besides photonic crystal
structures, a microstructured gradient-index antireflective
coating with the complex contour was also printed on the
fiber-tip (Kowalczyk et al., 2014), as shown in Figure 3B. The

structure was composed of regular array of hemi-ellipsoidal
protrusions that can significantly reduce the Fresnel reflection
from the glass-air interface. The measurement result showed that
the reflectivity was reduced by 30 times at 1,550 nm, and below
0.28% during 100 nm spectral band around the central
wavelength. Additionally, the fabrication of optical fiber
integrated SERS by TPP has been also realized. Xie et al.
(2015) demonstrated a SERS radar structure based on MMF,
which was composed of a parabolic mirror and a 3D spherical
SERS body, as shown in Figure 3C. The Parabolic mirror with Au
coating was used to focus the excitation laser on the SERS body
and collect the Raman scattering light back into the optical fiber.
The SERS body was composed of microscale trenches to increase
the surface area of interaction with analytes. Such a device
exhibited a detection limit of 10–6 mol/L for crystal violet in
ethanol, which was comparable with high-quality Ag-based SERS
fiber sensors. Recently, the fiber integrated SERS sensors have
been upgraded to be used for practical biological analytes sensing.
As shown in Figure 3D, a SERS consists of cross spike array was
printed on the fiber tip for rapid detection of live Escherichia coli
cells (Kim et al., 2020). A limit of detection of 10–7 mol/L
(Rhodamine 6G) and an analytical enhancement factor of up

FIGURE 2 |Optical fiber integrated polymer phase plates printed by TPP. (A)Ring shaped phase mask printed on the SMF for efficient coupling (Cojoc et al., 2010;
Liberale et al., 2010). (B)Diffractive phase plate fabricated bymeans of ring-by-ring printed on the SMF for spatial intensity shaping (Gissibl et al., 2016a). (C) Spiral phase
plate with 10 discrete steps printed on the SMF for the efficient conversion of optical vortex beams carrying OAM (Weber et al., 2017). (D) Vortex grating as integrated (de)
multiplexer attached onto the facets of a few-mode fiber (Xie et al., 2018).
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to 1,300 were obtained, and the feasibility of rapid bacteria
detection was verified using integration times as low as 1 s. It
is worth noting that this is the first demonstration of using SERS
probes based fiber tip for the label-free detection of live bacteria.
In addition to the development of micro-optics based on single
fiber, TPP also has the excellent ability to fabricate elements on
fiber-chip systems or multi-fiber platforms. For example, Dietrich
et al. (2018) reported the fabrication of the couplers between the
optical fiber end face and the chip interface by TPP, including
free-form lenses, free-form mirrors and beam expanders, as
shown in Figure 3E. This hybrid photonic integration
coupling induced by TPP paves the way for automated
assembly of photonic multi-chip systems with unprecedented
performance and versatility. For multi-fiber integrated micro-
optics, this group also demonstrated a highly compact scanning-
probe microscopes (SPM) with integrated optical actuation and

read-out (Dietrich et al., 2020), as shown in Figure 3F. The SPM
engine was composed of cantilevers and probe tips, and integrates
optical actuation and read-out by combining mirrors and lenses.
The SPM engine offered the atomic step-height resolution
suitable for operation both in air and in liquid. More
importantly, this is the first complex integrated optical system
based on multiple optical fibers upgraded by TPP technology,
which would open the door to upgrading various traditional
micro-optical systems with TPP technology in the future.

OPTICAL WAVEGUIDE DEVICES

Compared with the above fiber integrated micro-optics that
mainly take advantage of high precision and flexibility of TPP,
the research of optical waveguide devices relies more on the

FIGURE 3 | Optical fiber integrated polymer micro-optics printed by TPP. (A) Woodpile photonic crystal structure printed on the SMF (Williams et al., 2011). (B)
Microstructured gradient-index antireflective coating printed on the SMF for reduce the Fresnel reflection (Kowalczyk et al., 2014). (C) 3DSERS radar structure printed on
MMF (Xie et al., 2015). (D) Fiber SERS probe with cross spike array for rapid detection of live bacteria (Kim et al., 2020). (E) Free-form lenses, free-formmirrors and beam
expanders for the coupling between the optical fiber end face and the chip interface (Dietrich et al., 2018). (F) Scanning-probe microscope (SPM) with integrated
optical actuation and read-out based on fiber array (Dietrich et al., 2020).
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renewal of materials brought by TPP. Conventional optical fiber
sensors, such as fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) (Majumder et al.,
2008; Grobnic et al., 2015) and long-period fiber gratings (LPFG)
(Zhong et al., 2014; Yin et al., 2015), are generally of limited
sensitivity due to the low thermo-optical and thermal expansion
coefficients of the silica material. Fortunately, the silica optical
waveguide can be replaced by the polymer one printed by TPP,
and its good physical parameters guarantee the improvement of
sensor sensitivity. In the last ten years, the research in the field of
optical waveguide devices induced by TPP was mainly focused on
FBG, which could be divided into two integrated modes: fiber
surface and fiber interior. For fiber surface integration, our group
firstly reported a line-type polymer FBG that was printed on
microfiber surface for the measurement of liquid refractive index
(RI) (Wang et al., 2018), as shown in Figure 4A. Such a polymer
FBG exhibited a maximum RI sensitivity of ∼207 nm/RIU at 1.44.
Successively, our group demonstrated a helical microfiber
polymer FBG for RI sensing (Liao et al., 2019), as shown in
Figure 4B. Compared with the line-type polymer FBG, the helical

one showed better reflection spectrum and mechanical strength
due to the enlarged contact area between the polymer grating and
fiber surface. For fiber interior integration, our group proposed a
suspended polymer FBG printed in a grooved silica tube, which
was spliced between two SMFs. As shown in Figure 4C, the
printed structure contained a pair of polymer bases for enhance
structural stability and a polymer waveguide for guide light and
several polymer grating segments for generate Bragg resonance
(Liao et al., 2020). As shown in Figure 4D, the width of the
polymer waveguide was optimized to 4.6 μm to excite the Bragg
resonance with reduced propagation loss and multimode
interference effect for highly sensitive temperature
measurements (Li et al., 2018b). The measurement result
showed a high sensitivity of −220 pm/°C, which was 10 times
the sensitivity of FBG temperature sensors based on commercial
silica fiber. Then, our group realized a multimode interferometer
for high-sensitivity temperature measurement by reducing the
width of the polymer waveguide to 1.6 μm (Li et al., 2018a), as
shown in Figure 4D. The SMFwas replaced by a thin-core fiber to

FIGURE 4 | Optical fiber integrated waveguides printed by TPP. (A) Microfiber surface integrated polymer FBG for RI sensing (Wang et al., 2018). (B) Microfiber
surface integrated helical polymer FBG for RI sensing (Liao et al., 2019). (C) Schematic diagram of the integration of fiber interior polymer FBG (Liao et al., 2020). (D) Fiber
interior integrated polymer FBG for temperature sensing (Li et al., 2018b). (E) Fiber interior integrated polymer multimode interferometer for temperature sensing (Li et al.,
2018a). (F) High-speed all-optical modulator based on polymer nanofiber Bragg grating (Liao et al., 2020).
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match the mode field of the polymer waveguide. It is worth noting
that such an interferometer showed a high temperature sensitivity
of ∼6.4 nm/°C. Furthermore, an all-optical modulator was
demonstrated by further reducing the diameter of the polymer
waveguide to 653 nm (Liao et al., 2020), as shown in Figure 4E. The
thermal expansion of polymer FBG by absorbing the pump light
leads to the change of the effective RI, which gave rise to the shift of
resonant wavelength. Therefore, the probe light could bemodulated
by spectral filtering. Such a device exhibited a fast temporal
response of 176 ns and a good linear modulation of −45.43 pm/
mW. Moreover, this work firstly employed Bragg resonance to
realize a fiber-integrated all-optical modulator, which opened the
door to realization of multifunctional lab-in-fiber devices.

OPTICAL MICRO-CAVITY

Optical micro-cavity is a very important sensing structure, which
is well known for its applicability in many fields and rich kinds.
Fabry–Pérot interferometer (FPI) is the most commonly used
optical micro-cavity. In 2015,Melissinaki et al. (2015) reported an
open-cavity FPI on fiber end face for sensing the vapors of
common organic solvents. As shown in Figure 5A, there were
several openings at the bottom of the cavity for wash away the
residual photoresist and fill the vapors of common organic
solvents, and the outer surface of the cavity was designed with
a 20° inclination for avoid multi-beam interference. Such a sensor
exhibited a detection limit of ethanol vapor concentration down

to 4 ppm and a high sensitivity of ∼1.5×103 nm/RIU. Similarly, an
open-cavity l-shaped FPI was demonstrated for simultaneous
measurement of the liquid RI and temperature (Li et al., 2015), as
shown in Figure 5B. Different from the FPI mentioned above,
this sensor works with the multi-beam interference. The
simultaneous measurement of RI and temperature were
achieved by tracing the shifts of two dips in spectrum and
calculating by the sensitivity matrix method. The two dips
exhibited the RI sensitivities of 1,539 nm/RIU and 863 nm/
RIU, and the temperature sensitivities of 451 pm/°C and
206 pm/°C, respectively. Then, this group increased the
temperature sensitivity by filling the open cavity with liquid
polymer and sealing it (Li et al., 2016a), as shown in
Figure 5C. The temperature sensitivity was increased up to
877 pm/°C, which was more than three times as high as the
sensitivity of solid cross-linking polymer cavity FPI due to the
higher thermal expansion coefficient of the liquid polymer.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 5D, this group demonstrated
a highly sensitive fiber acoustic sensor by reducing the thickness
of the polymer film of the open cavity to 1.6 μm (Li et al., 2017a).
This polymer film was easier to vibrate with a large deformation
under the effect of acoustic. Such a fiber acoustic sensor exhibited
an acoustic pressure sensitivity of 0.0508 ± 0.0052 nm/Pa at the
acoustic frequency of 1 kHz. Recently, more complex structures
based on fiber FPI have been printed nicely. Thompson et al.
(2018) reported a microscale fiber-optic force sensor printed on
the SMF end face, as show in Figure 5E. The sensor was

FIGURE 5 | Optical fiber integrated FPIs printed by TPP. (A) Open cavity FPI for vapor sensing (Melissinaki et al., 2015). (B) Open cavity FPI for simultaneous
measurement of liquid RI and temperature (Li et al., 2015). (C) Liquid polymer filled FPI with sealed cavity for temperature sensing (Li et al., 2016a). (D)Open cavity FPI for
acoustic sensing (Li et al., 2017a). (E) Microscale fiber force sensor (Thompson et al., 2018). (F) Force-sensitive microgripper (Power et al., 2018).
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composed of a series of thin plates and springs. When the thin
plate on the top was extruded with external force, the space
between the thin plates was reduced due to the spring shrinkage,
and the length of the FPI cavity was changed. After calibration,
the sensor can be used for force sensing over the range 0–50 μN
with a measurement error of ∼1.5 μN. In addition, this group
upgraded it to a force-sensitive microgripper by adding three
fingers (Power et al., 2018), as shown in Figure 5F. The
microgripper could manipulate the objects of ∼100 μm in
length and breadth, and the axial force exerted could be
adjusted in real time by tracking the interference spectrum.
This device has significant potential for future sensing, cellular
manipulation and microscale surgery due to the ability to
manipulate soft/fragile microscale objects in real time.

For MZIs, Liu et al. (2017) reported a MZI based on a polymer
waveguide integrated in fiber micro-cavity. Such a device
exhibited a perfect interference spectrum with a fringe
visibility of 25 dB, and obtained a high temperature sensitivity
of 447 pm/°C with a linearity of 99.7%. Besides, Qi et al. (2017)

demonstrated a MZI based on SCF for liquid RI detection. As
shown in Figure 6A, the sensor was designed as a trapezoid body
with an inverted wedge groove in the center, two sides were used
as prisms to turn light paths, and the polymer and the groove in
the middle played the roles of reference and sensing arms. The
novel MZI exhibited a high sensitivity of 1,616 nm/RIU, and
realized an ultra-compact device with multiple sensors integrated.
Additionally, a specially designed optofluidic MZI has also been
reported (Zhang et al., 2019a). As shown in Figure 6B, the MZI
was composed of two consecutive Y-splitters. A solid polymer
and a hollow polymer with channels for liquid in and out as the
reference and sensing arm, respectively. The experiment result
showed a high RI sensitivity of 593.75 nm/RIU. The fabrication of
this unprecedented MZI structure by using TPP is of great
significance for broadening the application field of optical
fiber MZIs.

Owing to TPP has the capability to print high smooth surface
and accurately grasp the structure position, it is very suitable for
the fabrication of fiber integrated WGM resonators. For example,

FIGURE 6 | Optical fiber integrated MZI printed by TPP. (A) Polymer MZI based on seven core fiber for liquid RI detection (Qi et al., 2017). (B) Optofluidic polymer
MZI for liquid RI detection (Zhang et al., 2019a).

FIGURE 7 | Optical fiber integrated WGM resonators printed by TPP. (A) Fiber inline polymer WGM resonator for RI sensing (Wei and Krishnaswamy, 2016). (B)
Fiber surface integrated polymer WGM resonators for high sensitivity temperature measurement (Li et al., 2019). (C) Polymer WGM resonator with high Q-factor based
on SCF end face for vapor sensing (Zhang et al., 2019b).
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as shown in Figure 7A, Wei and Krishnaswamy (2016)
demonstrated a polymer WGM sensor that consists of tapered
waveguides, Y-splitters, parallel waveguides and micro-cylinder.
The highest experimental Q-factor of 6,400.8 was obtained at
1,536 nm wavelength, and it could be inexpensively fabricated as
an integrated device for accurate measurements of RI of liquids
due to the reasonably high sensitivity of 154.84 nm/RIU.
Additionally, our group reported the WGM resonators based
on microfiber for highly sensitive temperature measurements (Li
et al., 2019). As shown in Figure 7B, the ring structure (circle and
racetrack) was printed to the side of microfiber, and the light was
coupled to the ring resonator for WGM resonance due to the
strong evanescent field of microfiber. Although such a device only
obtained a Q-factor of 1.9×103, it exhibited a high temperature
sensitivity of 1.68 nm/°C, which improved one order of
magnitudes than PDMS microsphere and glass microsphere.
Furthermore, Zhang et al., 2019b demonstrated a high
Q-factor polymer WGM resonator integrated on SCF for
vapor sensing. As show in Figure 7C, the resonator was
composed of micropillars, prisms, tapers, a waveguide and
ring resonators on the end facet of a cleaved SCF. The smooth
surface of ring resonators was helpful to improve Q-factor. The
spectrum exhibited a Q-factor of up to 1.2 × 105, which was the
highest value for fiber integrated WGM resonator fabricated
by TPP.

More complex micro-cavity structures have been achieved by
TPP. For example, Wang et al. (2015) reported fiber
microphone with concentric nanorings grating and
microsprings structured diaphragm, as shown in Figure 8.
The vibration of the resonant grating waveguide structure
under impact of sound pressure would change the intensity
of the light reflected back to the fiber, and the microsprings
make the diaphragm be more sensitive to the pressure changing
in media caused by sound. Acoustic inspections showed that
such a device could detect the weak sound in air with frequency
band from 400 to 2000 Hz.

CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVE

So far, a variety of fiber integrated functional micro-/
nanostructures induced by TPP have been demonstrated,

including micro-optics, optical waveguide device and optical
micro-cavity. With the increasing demands of micro-/
nanoscale optical imaging, shaping, optical manipulation
and sensing, the ultra-compact devices based on fiber
integrated functional micro-/nanostructures will have great
application potential. The combination of TPP and the
concept of “Lab on fiber” not only gives full play to the
advantages of fiber as an ultra-compact optical coupling
platform, but also makes it possible to manufacture
unprecedented micro-/nanostructures. As TPP technology
advances, new processing methods and materials, as well as
new functional structures, will continue to bestow new
opportunities for fiber devices. To take a glimpse into the
future, the application of fiber integrated devices can be
expanded by functionalizing polymer materials (eg., Doped
the photoresist with functional particles such as magnetic
nanoparticles, carbon nanotubes and biological quantum
dots). On one hand, the fabrication of micro-/
nanostructures inherits the advantages of high precision
and flexibility. On the other hand, the printed structures
add special properties such as mechanical, electrical and
chemical, which provides the possibility to expand the
application of fiber integrated device in the fields of
micromechanics, microelectronics and biology. Therefore,
we believe that the combination of TPP and the concept of
“Lab on fiber” could open an exciting path for the development
of micro/nano functional devices.
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FIGURE 8 | Optical fiber integrated microphone printed by TPP (Wang et al., 2015). (A) Schematic illustration of the 3D design. (B) Top view of the fiber
microphone. (C) Side view of the fiber microphone.
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